
The Queen is dead! Long Live the Queen!

The Queen Mother has died unexpectedly, under mysterious circumstances, 
the night before she was to announce her successor. Her sudden death has thrown 
the kingdom into chaos. Determined Princess Black Rose and ambitious Princess 
White Rose both seek to claim the throne!

Thus, the battle lines are drawn. 
Each princess has gathered 
her supporters to the royal 
court, prepared to risk it all 
in the pursuit of the throne. 
Will prestige be enough to rule 
the kingdom, or will it require 
intrigue and violence?

As a loyal servant of their Princess, 
each player must manipulate her 
supporters and use their abilities 
effectively to gain enough prestige 
to dominate the proceedings or to 
humiliate the opposing Princess 
into relinquishing her claim 
to the throne.
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Components

24 character tiles (12 white and 12 black)

2 dice
(1 white & 1 black)

1 number bar with numbers from 2 to 12

2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 1210

Goal of the Game
To win, a player must guide their princess to victory, either by accumulating three 
Prestige tokens of each type or by causing the opposing Princess tile to be turned 
face down.

4 Sniper target tokens
18 prestige tokens
(6 each of red, blue, and yellow)
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Setup
1. Join all the parts of the number bar together, and place it between the players, so 

that the numbers go from 2 to 12 in sequence. Place all Prestige tokens to the side 
of the playing area in a common supply.

2. Each player takes all tiles of one color (black or white) and places their Princess 
tile face up next to position 7 of the number bar.

3. Each player then secretly chooses one of their character tiles to be the Master, 
placing it face down, on the side of the number bar. The Master defines the 
ability and initiative of the two Apprentice tiles. Characters without a Red, 
Yellow or Blue prestige icon (Cheater, Princess, Apprentice or Guard) may 
never be chosen as the Master.

4. The players then place their remaining character tiles face down on either side 
of their Princess, forming a line where each tile corresponds to a position on 
the number bar. Players may arrange their character tiles in any order and may 
always peek at their face-down tiles.

5. Determine the first player by rolling the dice. The starting player is the one who 
rolled the highest total. In case of a tie, re-roll the dice.
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How to Play
Beginning with the starting player, the game takes place in turns.
On a player’s turn, they roll the dice, reveal or activate characters, and may then 
reposition a tile.

Turn Structure
Roll the dice
The current player rolls both dice and adds up the numbers rolled. The total 
corresponds to the position along the number bar that will be active this turn, 
for both players.

Activate Characters
Both character tiles at this location are 
affected. The effect depends on the current 
status of those tiles:

A. If both character tiles are face-down, 
then they are turned face up.

B. If both character tiles are already face-
up, then their abilities are activated.

C. If one of the two character tiles is face-
down and the other is face-up, activate 
the ability of the face-up tile and then 
turn the face-down tile face up.

When activating the abilities of two characters, resolve the character with 
the lowest initiative first (the number in the top left corner of the tile).

When possible, character abilities must be activated.

If the two characters have the same initiative, then neither is activated.

! The ability of each character 
is outlined on pages 6-7.

• If one of the two Apprentice characters is activated, turn the set-aside Master 
character face up and resolve the effect of the Apprentice as if it had the abilities and 
initiative number of the Master.

• The activation of a character may cause the opposing face-up character to be turned 
face down. In this case, the opposing character is not activated, nor is it turned face up 
again on that turn.

A B
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Activating a character may result in collecting prestige tokens:

Red prestige tokens 
indicate how much each 

Princess is feared by 
her rivals.

Yellow prestige tokens 
indicate how rich each 

Princess is perceived to be.

Blue prestige tokens 
indicate how wise each 

Princess appears.

• If at any time a player has gained all 6 prestige tokens of one color, their machinations 
become too obvious, and all 6 must be returned to the supply immediately, to deflect 
attention.

• If a character’s activation requires taking a prestige token and there are no tokens of 
that color in the supply, then the player does not take any.

• If two characters of the same color are activated, but there is only one prestige token 
of that color in the supply, then the character with the lower initiative takes that token.

• If a character’s activation requires the taking of a prestige token from the opponent 
when they have none, then no token is taken.

Manipulate the court
The current player may now either:
A. swap the positions of two adjacent character tiles in 

their line,
or

B. change the Master, by swapping an allowed* face-up 
tile with the current Master, setting it aside, face down. 
The tile of the old Master is placed face up in the position 
of the line previously occupied by the new Master.

*Any character other than the Cheater, Princess, 
Apprentice or Guard.

! Exception: The starting player may not 
manipulate the court on their first turn.

A

B
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 Character Abilities
 1  Sniper: Take one Red prestige token from the supply. Your 
opponent’s tile that is point-symmetric from the Sniper (with position 
7 being the center point) is turned face down. For example, if the Sniper is 
in position 6, then the opponent’s tile in position 8 is turned face down.
Here is a list of corresponding positions, which are marked by dots on 
the number bar: 2 12 3 11 4 10 5 9 6 8 7 7

You may use the Target tokens to mark characters in danger from a 
face-up Sniper.

A patient master of his craft. 

2  Assassin: Take one Red prestige token from the supply. 
The opposing tile is turned face down. You may use the Target 
tokens to mark characters in danger from a face-up Assassin.

A hunter. Prestige is worthless in death.

3  Schemer: Take one Yellow prestige token from the 
supply. Return any one of your opponent’s prestige tokens to 
the supply.

A crafty vassal. He makes a living by trapping others.

4  Noble: Take one Yellow prestige token from the 
supply. Take any one additional prestige token from the supply.

A social star. All of his flowery words become true.

5  Cheater: Take any 2 prestige tokens from your opponent. 
If your opponent only has 1, take that one.

A gentlemanly villain. 

6  Princess: Turn any face-down tile from 
your line face up. If your Princess is turned face 
down, you lose the game.

Black Rose and White Rose. 
Which rose will bloom on the throne?
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7  Consul: Take one Blue prestige 
token from the supply. You may swap a pair 

of adjacent tiles in your line, up to two times.
An earnest man who has seen much of 

life. Nobody can disobey his order.

8  Clown: Take one Blue prestige 
token from the supply. Give a prestige 

token to your opponent. Then take any 
prestige token from your opponent.
A humorous fool. Useless, but utters 

the truth once in a while.

9  Witch: Take one Blue prestige token 
from the supply. You may swap a pair of adjacent 

tiles in your opponent’s line, up to two times.
An unpredictable enchantress. 
Her spells ensnare the unwary.

?  Apprentice (×2): When either 
Apprentice is activated, the Master is 

flipped face up (if not already face-up). 
Then, the effect of the Master is applied, 

using the Master’s initiative number.
If the Master changes, the effect of 
this tile also changes accordingly.

A youngster’s possibilities are 
infinite… and risky.

-  Guard: While the Guard is 
face up, he prevents tiles adjacent to him 

from being turned face down. However, 
the Guard cannot protect himself.

A reliable shield.
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Example of Character Abilities
Dice roll:  + 

The Sniper in position 5 collects 
a Red prestige token and aims 
at the Princess in position 9. 
However, the Guard in position 8 
protects her from the Sniper.

Then the Assassin in position 
5 takes a Red prestige token and 
turns the Sniper face down.

End of the Turn
The current player ends their turn by passing the dice to their opponent, who then 
proceeds to take their turn.

End of the Game
The players keep taking turns until either:

A. a player’s Princess tile is turned 
face down: They lose the game. 
or

B. a player gains 3 prestige tokens of 
each color (Red, Yellow, and Blue): 
They win the game through popular 
acclaim!
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For any missing components enquiries, downloads, and more unique games, visit LudiCreations.com.
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